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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to describe the control challenges related to optimal operation of oil and gas production
wells and show that optimal operation can be achieved using simple feedback control structures. In particular, we find
that conventional feedback control structures can efficiently handle changes in active constraint regions using simple
logics such as split-range and selectors. This eliminates the need for complex models to be used in the optimization
problem and in addition eliminates the need to solve numerical optimization problems online. Thus by only using simple
feedback controllers that have been used widely in the oil and gas industry, it has a higher chance of implementation.
We demonstrate the use of simple feedback controllers on two application examples; 1) a gas-lift optimization simulation
study with a network of six gas-lifted wells, 2) an experimental study of optimal control of electrical submersible pump
(ESP) lifted oil wells tested on a large-scale experimental test facility with a full scale ESP and live viscous crude oil.
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1. Introduction & motivation

The operation of an oil and gas production unit in-
volves making various decisions which affects the produc-
tion volume and the cost of production. Typically these
decisions are taken at different time scales to meet the5

short-, medium- and long-term objectives. The long term
decision typically involve selecting drilling schedules and
production and injection strategies that affect the reservoir
drainage over the entire life time of the field. This is known
as reservoir management. The medium-term decisions are10

taken in the time scale of hours to days to maximize the
daily operating revenue of the oil and gas production unit.
This is known as daily production optimization. Typical
decisions involve selecting the choke opening of the differ-
ent wells, allocating shared resources such as available lift15

gas or power in order to maximize the daily operational
profits and ensure that the process and operating con-
straints are satisfied. The short-term decisions are made
in lower-layer control system and may include short-term
corrective actions, for example, to avoid valve saturation20

or to too high pressures on a fast time scale. Finally there
is a safety and automation system (SAS) that accounts for
fast corrective actions and triggers safety valves in the case
of emergencies, but this is generally a completely separate
system and outside the scope of this paper. This paper25

will focus on the daily production optimization problem,
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which is equivalent to real-time optimization (RTO) from
a process system perspective.

In the face of volatile oil prices, competitive markets
and increased focus on sustainable oil and gas production,30

daily production optimization plays a vital role in maxi-
mizing the operational profits and reduce unwanted shut-
down, gas flaring and power consumption. Daily produc-
tion optimization has been shown to increase production
volume by 1-4% [1], reduce downtime [2], provide more35

accurate and optimal allocation [3], reduce decision-cycle
time and reduce operator workload [4]. All these benefits
have also led to the formation of a technical interest group
in the Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) focusing on
real-time optimization for oil and gas production systems,40

which indicates the importance of the real-time optimiza-
tion in the offshore oil and gas industry [4, 5]. Despite this
interest, real-time optimization is still not widely used in
offshore oil and gas production. There are two main rea-
sons for this, namely, technological limitations and corpo-45

rate culture, which are briefly discussed below.

1.1. Technological limitations

Traditional real-time optimization requires a detailed
mathematical model of the process which is used online to
solve a numerical optimization problem. The main techni-50

cal challenges with this approach are: (in expected order
of importance)

1. Lack of good models that represents the system (Of-
fline model development)

2. Wrong value of parameters and disturbances used in55

the model (Online model update)
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3. Numerical robustness, including computational is-
sues

4. Inconsistency issues between optimization layer and
safety and automation layer.60

One of the primary bottlenecks of model-based opti-
mization tools is the lack of accurate models (reason 1).
First, developing such models require expertise and is time
consuming. Furthermore, with the emergence of new and
challenging field and reservoir conditions such as uncon-65

ventionals and heavy oil fields, existing first-principle mod-
els that describes the pressure drop in the wells or reser-
voir inflow etc. may not be able to accurately represent
the real system. Finally, lack of knowledge and/or model
simplification makes such optimization tools less relevant.70

The model used in the optimization also needs to be
updated regularly based on the real-time process measure-
ments. This repeated cycle of measure-update-optimize is
necessary to ensure that the system is operating optimally
when operating conditions vary. However, if steady-state75

process models are used, it is necessary to wait for the
plant to settle to a new steady-state before the model can
be updated. If the process is subject to frequent distur-
bances or if it takes a long time to settle to steady-state,
then the process will be operated sub-optimally for long80

periods due to the steady-state wait time. As noted in [6],
the steady-state wait time is a fundamental limitation of
the traditional RTO approach (reason 2).

One obvious solution to address the steady-state wait
time is to use dynamic optimization tools such as dynamic85

RTO, or the closely related, economic nonlinear model
predictive control (ENMPC). However, dynamic optimiza-
tion problems require high computational capacity, which
is challenging even with today’s computing power. In a
recent paper [7], the authors note that several numeri-90

cal issues need to be addressed before dynamic optimiza-
tion can be widely used for offshore oil and gas production
(reason 3). Moreover, safety requirements in offshore oil
and gas production may also require the implementation
of automatic tools on rugged embedded platforms such95

as programmable logic controllers (PLC), which are cur-
rently not suited for solving optimization problems online
[8]. The authors in [9] also concluded that, static opti-
mization formulations are sufficient for many production
optimization problems in the oil and gas industry.100

Finally, the optimal solutions computed by the opti-
mization layer is often provided as setpoints to the con-
trollers in the automation layer. It may happen that the
setpoints are not be feasible for the lower level controllers
(reason 4). This may be due to the unmodeled effects in105

the optimization layer or due to the multivariable coupling
between the different control loops that are not taken into
account in the optimization layer. Although there is active
research in academia and industry to address these tech-
nological challenges, they are far from being the industry110

standard in offshore oil and gas production.

1.2. Human aspects

In a recent review paper [4], the authors very aptly
identified “people” and human aspects as one of the major
components when addressing challenges related to adopt-115

ing new technology. These can be broadly divided in two
categories,

1. Corporate culture

2. Technical competence

Corporate culture forms the foundation of how an or-120

ganization works and plays a vital role in adopting a new
technology. The corporate culture in some organizations
may be such that major changes such as deployment of
new technology are resisted. Instead, one prefers “trusted”
technology in order to minimize liability [4]. Operator con-125

fidence is another important aspect as they are the end
users. Failure to gain operator confidence will thus lead to
an unsuccessful implementation of the technology.

Lack of competence and training is another major is-
sue when adopting advanced optimization tools. As men-130

tioned in subsection 1.1, models and optimization tools re-
quire regular maintenance and re-tuning in order to sustain
the performance improvements. For example, changes in
reservoir conditions, instrument degradation and changes
in process equipment leads to performance degradation.135

The expected benefits from using optimization tools such
as model predictive control are at a risk without regular
monitoring and maintenance [10]. Since the optimization
layer is generally a multivariable and large-scale problem,
the complexity and the understanding of the optimization140

concepts presents key challenges for the end users [11, 12].
Often, expert knowledge is required to perform the main-
tenance, which may be limited in the organization. With
increasing number of applications, there is a paucity of
skilled engineers to provide maintenance and support to145

sustain the benefits. As noted by the authors in [10],
skilled engineers involved in the initial implementation are
often not available for maintenance, resulting in perfor-
mance degradation and the application being turned off
by the operators.150

In summary, the limited use of advanced optimization
tools in the offshore oil and gas industry is due to the
combination of technological challenges and the human
aspects. In this paper. the aim is not to provide new al-
gorithms, but instead show how some of these challenges155

can be circumvented using simple feedback controllers. In
other words, the objective is to reduce the need for a sep-
arate centralized optimization layer and instead move the
optimization objectives into the control layer by using sim-
ple logic blocks [13].160

Simple feedback controllers like PID controllers have
been used in the offshore oil and gas industry for several
decades. PID controllers can be easily implemented on
the existing process control system without the need for
any additional software or hardware infrastructure. More165

importantly, simple feedback controllers are well-known
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“trusted” concepts that are implemented on a familiar in-
terface to many engineers and operators alike and hence it
eliminates the dependency on skilled engineers to monitor
and maintain such tools. Consequently, the operator con-170

fidence and corporate culture issues are also circumvented.
The use of simple feedback controllers do not require the
use of detailed mathematical models online, nor does it re-
quire the need to solve numerical optimization problems.
By eliminating a separate optimization layer and incorpo-175

rating the optimization objectives into the control layer,
we also avoid the potential feasibility issues between the
optimization and control layers.

To this end, we will show that, by using conventional
feedback control structures along with simple logic blocks,180

we surpass most of the technological and people-related
challenges described above. In fact, it is not surprising
to see the prevalence of simple feedback control structures
and logic blocks in many industrial applications. How-
ever, these are often developed based on good engineer-185

ing intuition and best practices. Probably, because these
structures were viewed as old-fashioned and to seen be re-
placed by methods such as MPC, there has been virtually
no academic research in this area for about 70 years since
these structures were first introduced in the 1940’s. Thus,190

there are almost no systematic tools for designing such
structures, until recently with the works of [14], [15] and
[13].

In this paper, we apply this new approach to offshore
oil and gas production systems. We first consider a net-195

work of gas lifted wells in Section 3. Using a simula-
tion case study, we show that optimal operation can be
achieved using simple feedback controllers. In Section 4
we apply this approach for optimal operation of an electric
submersible pump (ESP) lifted well. Using a large scale200

experimental test facility equipped with a full scale elec-
tric submersible pump and live multiphase viscous crude
oil, we validate the use of such simple feedback controllers
for optimal operation.

2. Preliminaries205

2.1. Active constraint control

The idea of systematically translating economic objec-
tives into control objectives dates back to the 80’s, where
the concept of feedback optimizing control was initially pro-
posed in [16]. However, the authors did not develop the
method further. This idea later received more attention
with the concept of self-optimizing control [17], where the
goal is to find a simple control structure with near-optimal
cost, subject to constraints. If the optimal operation oc-
curs when one or more constraints are active , then optimal
operation can be achieved by using the available degrees
of freedom to tightly regulate the active constraints at its
limit (Active constraint control). To illustrate this, con-
sider a oil and gas production system with the following

steady-state optimization problem,

min
u

J(u,d)

s.t. (1)

g(u,d) ≤ 0

where u ∈ Rnu is the set of manipulated variables (MV)
and d ∈ Rnd is the set of disturbances. The cost function
is denoted by J : Rnu×Rnd → R and g : Rnu×Rnd → Rng

denotes the list of constraints. For a given set of distur-210

bances, let na ≤ ng denote the number of active con-
straints gA(u,d), then na manipulated variables (MV) are
used to control na controlled variables (CV). In this case,
the CV is usually the constraint itself, i.e. CV = gA. In
fact, the case example studied in [16] to demonstrate the215

idea of feedback optimizing control resulted in active con-
straint control. The simplest approach is then to control
the active constraints tightly using a simple feedback con-
troller which does not require a detailed model. If a con-
straint on an MV is active, then we do not even need a220

controller, since the MV can be simply kept constant at
its limit.

2.2. Self-optimizing control for unconstrained MVs

If there are remaining unconstrained degrees of free-
dom, then so-called “self-optimizing” control variables (CV)225

should be identified, which when kept at a constant set-
point, gives acceptable loss. The choice of self-optimizing
variables is not obvious, and there may be many candi-
dates with similar performance. We need a good model
offline in order to identify good self-optimizing variables.230

One approach to select an optimal linear combination of
measurements is the exact local method [18]. Not consid-
ering measurement noise (error), the ideal self-optimizing
CV is the gradient of the cost function with respect to the
control input[17], i.e. CV = Ju, which when kept at a con-235

stant setpoint of zero, satisfies the necessary conditions of
optimality [13]. Since the gradient is not usually a mea-
sured quantity, we need to estimate the steady state cost
gradient. One way to estimate the cost gradient is to use
a dynamic model of the system as described in [19]. If a240

direct cost measurement is available, the cost gradient can
also be directly estimated using the cost measurements as
done in methods such as extremum seeking control [20],
NCO-tracking [21] etc. The different approaches to esti-
mate the cost gradient are summarized in [22].245

2.3. Switching between different operating regions

In many cases, the set of active constraints change with
different operating conditions. A different set of active
constraints requires reconfiguration of the control loops. In
most cases, simple logic blocks such as selectors and split-250

range can be used to easily handle the changes in active
constraint regions. The systematic approach to choosing
the right logic block is briefly summarized below [14, 13]:
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1. CV-CV switching: When we have one manipu-
lated variable (MV) controlling two or more candi-255

date controlled variables (CV), then selector blocks
can be used to choose between the different CVs. For
example, a minimum selector block can be used to
select the minimum of the two MV values proposed
by the two controllers controlling the two CVs. For260

more detailed information on the pairing rules for
CV-CV switching, the reader is referred to [13].

2. MV-MV switching: When we have more than two
candidate MV controlling the same CV, then split-
range logic can be used to switch between the two265

MVs as described in [15]. Alternatively, valve posi-
tion controllers or two-setpoint controllers can also
be used to switch between two candidate MVs [14].

3. CV-MV switching: When we want to switch be-
tween two active constraints, where switching is be-270

tween a MV and CV constraint, then one should
use the rule of pairing this CV and MV [15, 13].
By doing so, we do not need any additional logic
blocks to switch between these constraints. When
the MV constraint becomes active, the MV auto-275

matically saturates and the CV constraint is given
up. If this rule is not followed, then split-range logic
will be required to re-pair the MV and CV.

In summary, by applying the concepts of active con-
straint control for constrained variables, self-optimizing280

control for unconstrained degrees of freedom and logics
to switch between the different active constraint regions,
we can achieve optimal operation using simple feedback
controllers.

3. Case study 1: Gas-lift optimization285

In some wells, when the reservoir pressure is not suf-
ficient to lift the fluids to the surface, artificial lift meth-
ods are employed to boost the production. One commonly
used artificial left method is gas-lift, where compressed gas
is injected into the well tubing via the well annulus in order290

to reduce the fluid density. This reduces the hydrostatic
pressure drop, hence increasing the flow from the reservoir.
However, injecting too much gas causes the frictional pres-
sure drop to increase, which has an opposite effect on the
flow rate. At one point, the negative effect of the fric-295

tional pressure drop surpasses the effect of the positive
hydrostatic pressure drop and the flow from the reservoir
starts to decrease. Therefore, there is an optimum gas-lift
injection rate that corresponds to maximizing oil produc-
tion. In addition, if the total amount of the gas that is300

available for lifting is limited, then this must be optimally
allocated among the different wells. The optimal alloca-
tion of lift gas may also be constrained by the topside gas
processing capacity.

A gas-lifted production network with nw wells con-305

nected to a riser has 2nw+1 degrees of freedom, namely, nw
gas-lift injection rates, nw production valves on the wells

and 1 valve on the riser. Typically, that the gas-lifted wells
are predominantly controlled by the gas-lift injection rate
only. The production valves on the wells and the riser are310

kept at its maximum limit (which is either constrained by
the physical opening or other effects such as casing-heading
etc.), since decreasing the valve position reduces the flow
from the reservoir. Thus the production valves are all kept
at a constant opening and only nw gas-lift injection rates315

are the degrees of freedom in this work [23].
In this section, we show how we can achieve optimal op-

eration of a gas-lifted well network using simple feedback
control structures. We consider a production network with
nw gas-lifted wells, producing to a common processing fa-
cility. The optimization problem can be stated as:

min
wgli

J = −$o

nw∑
i=1

wpoi + $gl

nw∑
i=1

wgli

s.t.

nw∑
i=1

wpgi ≤ wmaxpg (2)

nw∑
i=1

wgli ≤ wmaxgl

where $o and $gl are the oil price and the cost of gas com-
pression respectively. wpoi is the produced oil from well i
and wpgi is the produced gas from well i. The gas-lift rate
is denoted by wgli , which are the manipulated variables.320

wmaxpg and wmaxgl are the maximum gas processing capacity
and the maximum gas available for gas-lift respectively.

3.1. Control structure design

3.1.1. Unconstrained case

In the unconstrained case, the ideal self-optimizing vari-
able would be the cost gradient with respect to the inputs,
which must be equal to zero at the optimum. From (2),
this would be given by the expression,

∂J

∂wgli
= −$o

∂wpoi
∂wgli

+ $gl = 0 ∀i ∈ 1, . . . , nw (3)

In order to achieve the necessary condition of optimality,
rearranging (3) gives,

∂wpoi
∂wgli

=
$gl
$o

∀i ∈ 1, . . . , nw (4)

The term
∂wpoi

∂wgli
is commonly known as marginal gaslift-

oil-ratio (often abbreviated as marginal GOR), which is
defined as the change in oil rate per unit change in the
gas-lift injection rate. In the rest of the paper, we denote
marginal GOR by

νi :=
∂wpoi
∂wgli

Therefore, in the unconstrained case, the marginal GOR
for all the wells νi must be controlled to constant setpoint
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Figure 1: Schematic representation of gas-lifted well.

of
$gl
$o

[23]. That is, the controlled variables are

CV1 = ν1 →
$gl
$o

(5)

CVi = νi−1 − νi → 0, ∀i = 2, . . . , nw (6)

3.1.2. Produced gas capacity constraint active325

If the total gas processing capacity is low, then the opti-
mum occurs when all the available gas processing capacity
is fully utilized. Hence the total gas processing capacity
constraint becomes active. We use one well to control this
active constraint tightly. For the remaining (nw−1) well’s330

gas-lift, the optimum happens when the marginal GOR
is equal for all the wells. This is because, for any paral-
lel unit, the optimum happens when the marginal cost is
equal as proved in [24]. This concept has been used in gas-
lift optimization in several works such as [25, 26, 27, 23]335

to name a few.
When it comes to selecting which well to use to con-

trol the active constraint tightly, the well with the largest
MV (flow) should be used to control the active constraint.
This gives better control of the active constraint. Control-340

ling the active constraint with a small MV may quickly
saturate, leading to constraint violation or suboptimal op-
eration. In this paper, we assume that the wells are num-
bered in decreasing order in terms of the flow, with well 1
having the largest flow. Therefore well 1 is used to control345

the active constraint.
Therefore, in this case, the (nw−1) self-optimizing CVs

are given by,

CVi = νi−1 − νi, ∀i = 2, . . . , nw (7)

which are controlled to a constant setpoint of zero, thereby
achieving equal marginal GOR. We note that (7) is the
same as (6). For well 1, the controlled variable is given by

CV1 =

nw∑
i=1

wpgi (8)

which is controlled at its maximum limit of wmaxpg , thereby
achieving active constraint control.

3.1.3. Gas-lift constraint active

When the total available gas-lift is limited such that
each of the wells cannot be operated at its local optimum,
then the optimum occurs when all the available gas is used
for gas-lift. Therefore the total gas-lift constraint is active
and one of the well’s gas-lift (or more precisely, one degree
of freedom related to gas-lift) must be used to control the
total gas-lift rate at its maximum limit of wmaxgl . Again
we use the well with the largest MV (flow) for active con-
straint control as mentioned in Section 3.1.2. For the re-
maining (nw−1) well’s gas-lift rate, the optimum happens
when the marginal GOR is equal. Therefore, in this case,
the (nw − 1) self-optimizing CVs are given by (7). For
active constraint control, the total gas-lift rate must be at
its constraint. So,

CV1 =

nw∑
i=1

wgli (9)

which should be controlled to a constant setpoint of wmaxgl .350

This may be viewed as an MV constraint, because we can
simply keep MV1 at a constant value of wgl1 = wmaxgl −∑nw

i=2 wgli .

3.1.4. Summary of cases

A comparison of the three cases shows that, in all the355

cases, we must control (nw − 1) self-optimizing CVs given
by (7), whereas CV1 changes:

Case 3.1.1: CV1 = ν1 with CV sp1 =
$gl
$o

Case 3.1.2: CV1 =
∑nw

i=1 wpgi with CV sp1 = wmaxpg

Case 3.1.3: CV1 =
∑nw

i=1 wgli with CV sp1 = wmaxgl

Thus, with the chosen pairings, the CV only changes
for well 1 depending on the three operating regions. Since360

this is a CV-CV switching, we use a minimum selector
block to select between (5), (8) and (9). The proposed
control structure is schematically represented in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of the proposed control structure
design for optimal operation of a gas-lifted well network.

3.2. Simulation results

In this simulation study, we consider a network of nw =365

6, as such we have 6 MVs. For the last 5 MVs, we control
the CVs (7) to a constant setpoint of zero, thereby ensur-
ing equal marginal GOR for all the wells. For the first well,
we design three controllers to control (5), (8) and (9) and
use a minimum selector block to select between the three370

controllers as shown in Fig. 2. Simple PI controllers are
used for all the controllers and the controller gains were
tuned using SIMC rules [28]. The controller tuning pa-
rameters are shown in Table 1. For this simulation case
example, the model is the same as the one used in [29],375

but with six wells instead of two wells. The model param-
eters are shown in Table A.5. The well system is modeled
in MATLAB 2018b using the CasADi toolbox [30] and the
simulator uses IDAS integrator.

Table 1: Controller parameters used in the gas-lift case study

well CV CV sp KP KI

well 2 ν2 − ν1 0 13.79 0.0173
well 3 ν2 − ν1 0 9.12 0.0114
well 4 ν2 − ν1 0 13 0.016
well 5 ν2 − ν1 0 12.5 0.015
well 6 ν2 − ν1 0 7.07 0.0089

well 1

∑
wpgi wmax

tg 0.267 3.3e-4

ν1 $gl/$o 9.302 0.0116∑
wgli wmax

gl - -1

1 No controller is needed for the maximum gas-lift rate
∑
wgli .

This is achieved by having a constant MV wgl1 = wmax
gl −

∑nw
i=2 wgli

We use the following data: The ratio of the oil price to380

cost of compression
$gl
$o

= 0.25. The total available gas-lift
is limited to wmaxgl = 10kg/s and the nominal gas pro-
cessing capacity is constrained at wmaxpg = 30kg/s. The
production network is simulated for a total of 10 hours.
As mentioned in Section 2, there are different methods to385

estimate the steady-state gradient, which is the marginal
GOR in this case. In this paper, the marginal GOR is esti-
mated using a nonlinear process model and measurements
as described in [19] and [23].

Initially,we assume that the GOR of the different wells390

are such that the optimum occurs when all the available

gas is used for gas-lift and we see that proposed control
structure design achieves this by automatically selecting
(9) as CV1. The difference in the marginal GOR for the
wells is also controlled to zero, implying that the wells395

are operated at equal marginal GOR, as shown in Fig. 3.
At time t = 3hrs, a disturbance causes the GOR of well
3 to increase from 0.09 kg/kg to 0.11 kg/kg. The total
gas-lift constraint is still active, and the gas-lift injection
rates for the different wells are adjusted automatically to400

optimally allocate the total available gas-lift to reflect the
new operating conditions.

At time t = 4hrs, another disturbance causes the GOR
of well 4 to increase from 0.108 kg/kg to 0.138 kg/kg. In
this case, neither the total gas-lift constraint nor the gas405

capacity constraint is active (unconstrained case). When
this disturbance happens, the min selector block automati-
cally chooses (5) as CV1 and we see that the marginal GOR
of all the wells are now controlled to a constant value of
$gl
$o

= 0.25.410

At time t = 7hrs, the total topside gas processing ca-
pacity reduces from wmaxpg = 30kg/s to wmaxpg = 25kg/s.
The optimum is then when all the available gas process-
ing capacity is fully utilized. In this case, the min selector
automatically switches the CV1 to (8) and we see that the415

total gas produced is controlled at its maximum limit of
wmaxpg = 25kg/s. At the same time, the marginal GOR for
all wells are kept equal by the proposed controller struc-
ture, thus leading to optimal operation for the new oper-
ating condition.420

From the simulation results, it can be clearly seen that
optimal operation under varying operating conditions can
be achieved using simple feedback controllers, without the
need for advanced optimization tools.

4. Case Study 2: ESP lifted well425

In the previous section, we used gas lift as the artificial
lift technology. Another commonly used technology is to
use electric submersible pumps (ESP). ESPs are especially
common in heavy oil fields, where the reservoir oil is very
viscous and does not flow naturally. ESPs are multistage430

centrifugal pumps that are placed several meters below
inside the well tubing [31] as depicted in Fig. 4.

The ESP lifted wells are operated by adjusting the ro-
tational speed of the pump (denoted by ω) and the pro-
duction choke (denoted by zc), i.e. there are two manipu-435

lated variables for each well. Offshore oil fields may have
several ESP lifted wells producing to a common manifold,
such that the operation of one pump affects the opera-
tion of the other ESP lifted wells due to the coupling via
the manifold pressure pm. In addition, the fluid viscosity,440

reservoir inflow conditions and the available power may
also change, which affects the optimal operation.

Traditionally, the operation of an ESP lifted well is
decided by the operators together with an external ESP
expert team (typically from the ESP vendor). However it445
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Figure 3: Simulation results showing the optimal operation of a production network with 6 gas-lifted wells for the three different cases.
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of an ESP lifted well.

may be challenging to operate several ESP lifted wells si-
multaneously, especially when the wells are highly coupled.
It is important to operate the ESP lifted well properly in
the presence of disturbances in order to avoid pump fail-
ures and to extend the pump life time, since ESP failures450

can be expensive both in terms of the replacement costs
and lost production.

Automatic control of an ESP lifted well can contribute
to safe and optimal operation [32]. The objective is to
compute the optimal ESP speed and the production choke455

opening such that the :

• ESP intake pressure is maintained at desired setpoint

• ESP power consumption is minimized

• ESP operation is maintained within a desired oper-
ating envelop.460

The main objective in controlling an ESP lifted well is
to maintain the ESP intake pressure at a desired setpoint,
since this gives direct control over the production rate from
the reservoir [33]. In addition, it is desirable to achieve this
setpoint using minimal power consumption. For example,
this can be achieved by reducing the ESP speed to its min-
imum limit and manipulate the production choke suitably
to achieve the intake pressure setpoint. Reduced ESP fre-
quency directly translates to reduced power consumption,
since the power consumed increases cubically with increas-
ing speed, as given by the pump affinity laws [31],

P = P0

(
ω

ω0

)3

(10)

where P0 is the power consumed at some nominal ESP
speed ω0 and P is the power consumed at frequency ω.

The pump must also be operated within a pre-defined
operating envelop, which is constrained by the minimum
and maximum ESP speed (ωmin and ωmax ) and two con-
straints known as upthrust and downthrust limits as shown

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: ESP operating envelope shown on (a) head versus flow
map (b) head versus ESP speed map.
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in Fig. 5. Upthrust and downthrust regions correspond to
unbalanced thrust forces either in the upwards or down-
wards direction, leading to mechanical degradation of the
pump. Therefore, it is undesirable to operate in these
regions. These are often represented on the pump per-
formance curves, which are usually provided by the ESP
vendor. A typical ESP envelope is shown in Fig. 5a as a
function of flowrate and pump head. The pump head is
given by,

H =
(pdis − pIn)

ρg
(11)

where pIn and pdis are the pump intake and discharge
pressures respectively (see Fig. 4) and ρ is the mixture
density and g is the acceleration of gravity. In the pump465

performance curves shown in Fig. 5a, the normal operat-
ing envelope is shown by the edges A-B-C-D, where A-B
and C-D are the minimum and maximum ESP speed re-
spectively. B-C and A-D are the upthrust and downthrust
limits respectively.470

The operational envelope in Fig. 5a can be translated
to the envelope in Fig. 5b which is plotted as a function
of head and ESP speed. Since each line representing the
pump characteristics for different frequencies in Fig. 5a,
the maximum and minimum head corresponding to the up-475

thrust and downthrust limits respectively can be retrieved
to translate the envelope in terms of head and ESP speed
2. The main motivation for translating the pump enve-
lope into head and ESP speed in Fig.5b is because this
envelope is not sensitive to viscosity unlike the flow vs480

head envelope in Fig. 5a. As the water and oil fractions
vary, the water and oil mixture forms emulsions, which will
lead to significant viscosity changes, especially for heavy
oil wells. For most centrifugal pumps, the head is not very
sensitive to viscosity up to 500cP, unlike flow rate, power485

and pump efficiency. Hence formulating the upthrust and
downthrust constraints in terms of head and ESP speed
makes it insensitive to viscosity changes.

4.1. Control structure design

In order to achieve these objectives, optimizing con-490

trollers such as model predictive control (MPC) have been
proposed in [32, 33]. In this paper, we show how sim-
ple feedback controllers can be used to achieve the same
objective.

In order to reduce the power consumption, we want to
minimize the ESP speed, hence the low limit on the ESP
speed in Fig.5b is potentially an active MV constraint. In
the presence of disturbances, the pump operation maybe
pushed towards the upthrust operating region. In such
cases, the upthrust limit becomes active. To handle these
different operating conditions, we use a split range con-
troller to control the intake pressure at its setpoint as
shown in Fig. 6. The output of this PID control (with

2Note that upthrust corresponds to low head and downthrust cor-
responds to high head in Fig. 4

P P

PID
u

pIn pdis

H
sp
2

(u)

H
sp
1

(ω)

max

Head

PID

ω

zc

p
sp

In

Hsp

Figure 6: Proposed control structure design for optimal operation of
an ESP lifted well.

nominal range 0-100%) enters a split range logic. When
the output signal u is below a chosen value uSR (e.g. 50%),
the ESP speed is kept close its minimum limit ωmin + ε
(e.g. between 35Hz and 36Hz) to minimize the power con-
sumption. The well head choke is controlled via a lower
layer controller that controls the pump head. The cor-
responding setpoint for the head Hsp

2 is given by a linear
value from maximum to minimum head for the lowest ESP
speed.

Hsp
2 (u) = Hdn

ωmin
−
Hdn
ωmin

−Hup
ωmin

uSR
u (12)

where, Hdn
ωmin

and Hdn
ωmin

are the downthrust and upthrust495

head corresponding to the minimum ESP speed ωmin that
are obtained from the ESP operating envelope in Fig. 5.
The head measurement is computed using the pump intake
and discharge pressure as shown in (11). Head reduction
in this case will reduce the ESP intake pressure. Therefore,500

in this case, the ESP speed is kept close to its minimum
ωmin and the ESP intake pressure is driven to its setpoint
using the well head choke zc indirectly via the head control
(12).

When the first control output gets higher than uSR,
then the pump speed increases to maintain the ESP in-
take pressure at its setpoint. In this case, the upthrust
constraint becomes active. Therefore, the head is con-
trolled using the well head choke to maintain it at its up-
thrust limit and the corresponding setpoint is given as the
upthrust head, which is a function of the ESP speed,

Hsp
1 (ω) = cupω

2 (13)

The head setpoint in this case is designed such that there505

is a margin to the actual upthrust limit. Here, the head
setpoint essentially follows the upthrust limit (plus a user
defined margin) as shown in the operating envelope in
Fig. 5b. Note that the hear scales quadratically with ESP
speed as given by the pump affinity laws [31], hence the510

square term on the ESP speed in (13). In this case, the
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Figure 7: The ESP speed and the head setpoint as a function of the
intake pressure controller output signal.

intake pressure is controlled using the ESP speed and the
wellhead choke in used to control the head at its upthrust
limit3. To automatically switch between the two head set-
points, (12) and (13), we use a maximum selector block515

Hsp = max(Hsp
1 , Hsp

2 ), as shown in Fig. 6. The operation
of the ESP is thus maintained along the red dashed lines
that are shown in the ESP envelope in Fig. 5. The ESP
speed and the head setpoint as a function of the intake
pressure control output u are shown in Fig. 7.520

4.2. Experimental results

The proposed control system was tested in a large-scale
multi-phase test facility at Equinor research center in Pors-
grunn, Norway. The test facility is designed to use live
viscous crude oil (crude oil in real well conditions). The525

ESP installed in the test facility is a full-scale multistage
horizontal centrifugal pump with 84 stages. The pump is
a 538-P75 SXD model from Baker Hughes and is equipped
with a variable speed drive to control the pump speed [34].

The layout of the multiphase flow loop is shown in530

Fig. 8. The oil and water stream from the main separator
is fed to the ESP with the help of feeder pumps. The heat
exchanges allow the fluids to be cooled to a desired tem-
perature. The oil feeder pump and the corresponding split
stream are controlled such that the flow rate is inversely535

proportional to the ESP intake pressure. The water split
stream is controlled using a ratio controller to get the de-
sired watercut. As such, the main separator along with the
oil and water feed pumps emulate the reservoir inflow in
to the well. Water and oil is mixed upstream the ESP and540

enters the ESP. The fluid mixture is then directed through
a 2” test section that is 200m long. This section emulates
the well tubing. A choke downstream this 2” test section

3Depending on the optimization objective, one may also choose to
follow the best efficiency point (BEP) instead of the upthrust limit
for increased ESP lifetime instead of increased production

MV2 : zc

MV1 : ω

Main Separator

2” Test loop

Water feeder

pump

Oil feeder

pump

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the large-scale experimental
test facility used to test the proposed control structure.

is used as the production choke as indicated in Fig. 8. The
fluid mixture is then redirected back to the main separa-545

tor. The specifications of the test facility are summarized
in Table. 2.

The PID controllers, logic blocks and the calculation
blocks to compute the head setpoint were all implemented
in the process control system from Kongsberg AIM process550

control system that is normally used for operation of the
test facility. Adjustment of setpoints, controller parame-
ters and the signal range are carried out from the same
user interface that the operators are familiar with. The
PID controllers were tuned using trial and error method555

and are shown in Table. 3.

Table 2: Test facility specifications

No. of phases 3 (oil, water and gas)
Fluids Saline water, crude oil, natural gas
Oil flow rate 0-15m3/h
Water flow rate 0- 10m3/h
Liquid flow rate 0 - 25m3/h
Max pressure at ESP 175 bar
Temperature range 4 - 110◦C
nominal oil viscosity 70cP (at ∼ 40◦C)
Pipe internal diameter 0.05248 - 0.079m
Total liquid volume 8.3m3

Material Duplix stainless steel 22Cr

Table 3: Controller tuning parameters used in Fig. 6.

KP KI

Intake pressure control 1 0.05
Head control 0.05 2.5e-3

For the ESP in the test facility, the minimum and
maximum ESP speed were 35Hz and 45Hz respectively.
The split range controller used to control the ESP in-
take pressure was designed with uSR = 50%, where the560
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Table 4: Parameters used in the control structure design

Parameter value

Hdn
ωmin

480m
Hup

ωmin
390m

cup 0.32
uSR 50%

the ESP speed is kept between 35Hz and 36Hz when the
controller output is below uSR = 50% and the head is
kept at its upthrust limit when the controller output is
above uSR = 50%. The head setpoints were computed ac-
cording to (13) and (12) for the regions below and above565

uSR = 50%. The different parameter values used to com-
pute the head setpoints are shown in Table. 4.

The proposed control structure was tested for a total
of 2 hours (from 9:00 to 11:00). The experiment starts
with 0% watercut. The controllers were turned on at time570

09:05 and we see that the intake pressure is driven to its
setpoint as shown in Fig. 9. The setpoint for the ESP
intake pressure and the head are shown in solid red lines
and the measured intake pressure and the head are shown
in solid black lines. The upthrust and downthrust con-575

straints are shown in red dotted lines. The ESP speed
and the well head choke are also shown in solid black lines
and the maximum and minimum MV limits are shown in
red dotted lines, as clearly marked in Fig. 9. The ESP
head is also plotted on the head Vs speed envelope which580

shows that the proposed control structure design is able
to maintain the ESP operation inside the safe operating
envelope as shown in Fig. 10. It is important to note that
when large disturbances such as flow inversion happens,
the pump violates the upthrust limit only dynamically,585

which is acceptable.
At time 09:13, the ESP intake pressure was changed

from 39bar to 37bar and the new intake pressure setpoint
is achieved by the controllers as shown in Fig. 9. It can
also be seen that this is achieved by keeping the ESP speed590

close to its minimum (i.e. between 35Hz and 36Hz in this
case).

As mentioned earlier, one of the most common distur-
bance to an ESP lifted well is the manifold pressure (due
to the coupling between the different wells). To emulate595

this disturbance, the pressure downstream the production
choke was varied between times 09:20 and 09:55 as shown
in the bottom-left subplot in Fig. 9. When this disturbance
happens, it can be seen that the intake pressure controlled
output increases above uSR = 50% and the ESP speed is600

increased to maintain the intake pressure setpoint. Conse-
quently, the head setpoint now coincides with the upthrust
limit as shown in Fig. 9 and the production choke is in-
creased to follow the head setpoint.

At time 09:45, the watercut starts to increase slowly605

and consequently, the mixture viscosity starts to increase
due to water-in-oil (WiO) emulsion formation. This can be

seen in the bottom right subplot in Fig. 9. As the watercut
increases, the ESP speed increases to maintain the intake
pressure at its setpoint and the head setpoint coincides610

with the upthrust limit. At 10:15, the watercut is high
enough to cause an inversion from water-in-oil emulsion4

to oil-in-water emulsion5. When this happens, there is a
significant drop in viscosity from ∼140cP to ∼30cP. At
10:20, the water cut is reduced again and we see that the615

emulsion inverts back to water-in-oil emulsion. During the
flow inversions, there is a significant change in the viscosity
and it can be seen that the proposed control structure is
able to maintain the intake pressure at its setpoint and
maintain the ESP operating within the operating envelop.620

Several other tests were conducted at the Equinor test
facility to validate the use of simple PID control structures
for optimal operation of the ESP lifted well. These lasted
over 6 days. The test campaign also involved repeating the
tests several times to ensure repeatability and reproduca-625

bility of the test results. The overall conclusion from the
test campaign was that PID controllers were able to con-
sistently achieve the control objectives and simple logics
such as split range and selectors were sufficient to han-
dle changes in different operating regions. For the sake630

of brevity, only a few test points are presented in this pa-
per. Based on the test results, the use of automatic control
of ESP lifted wells were qualified for first-use in Equinor
operated fields.

5. Conclusion635

Using a simulation case study and an experimental
study, we showed that simple PID controller structures are
sufficient to achieve optimal operation of oil and gas pro-
duction systems under different operating conditions. The
main advantage of using conventional PID control struc-640

ture is that they are easy to implement, tune and main-
tain. These are well known tools that have been in use in
the offshore oil and gas industry for decades. With simple
control structures, we avoid most of the technological and
people-related challenges mentioned in Section 1. Conse-645

quently, there is a higher chance of adopting such optimal
control tools, irrespective of the corporate culture.

This was also observed during our experimental study
at the Equinor test facility where the operators felt com-
fortable using the controllers after a short introduction to650

the features. The operators also reported reduced work-
load while operating the test facility with the controllers
and some of the controllers were also used by the operators
even after the experimental study was concluded.

6. Acknowledgments and author contribution655
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4water droplets suspended in oil medium
5oil droplets suspended in water medium
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Figure 9: Experimental Results using the proposed control structure. Measured values are shown in solid black lines, setpoints are shown in
solid red lines and constraints are shown in red dotted lines.
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Appendix A. Appendix

Production from a cluster of N = {1, · · · , nw} gas
lifted well can be described using differential and algebraic
equations [35],[36]. The dynamics are include in the model
due to the mass balances in each well which are described
by the following differential equations.

ṁgai =wgli − wivi (A.1a)

ṁgti =wivi − wpgi + wrgi (A.1b)

ṁoti =wroi − wpoi ∀i ∈ N (A.1c)

where, mgai is the mass of gas in the annulus, mgti is the
mass of gas in the well tubing, moti is the mass of oil in
the well tubing, wgli is the gas lift injection rate, wivi is
the gas flow from the annulus into the tubing, wpgi and
wpoi are the produced gas and oil flow rates respectively
and, wrgi and wroi are the gas and oil flow rates from the
reservoir for each well i. The mass balance in the riser for
oil and gas phase is given by,

ṁgr =

nw∑
i=1

wpgi − wtg (A.2a)

ṁor =

nw∑
i=1

wpoi − wto (A.2b)

where, mgr is the mass of gas in the riser and mor is the
mass of oil in the riser and wtg and wto are the total gas
and oil flow rates respectively. The densities ρai (density
of gas in the annulus in each well) and ρmi (fluid mixture
density in the tubing for each well) and ρr (fluid mixture
density in the riser) are given by,

ρai =
Mwpai
TaiR

(A.3a)

ρwi
=
mgti +moti − ρoLbhi

Abhi

LwiAwi

(A.3b)

ρr =
mgr +mor

LrAr
∀i ∈ N (A.3c)

where Mw is the molecular weight of the gas, R is the gas
constant, Tai is the temperature in the annulus in each
well, ρo is the density of oil in the reservoir, Lbhi

and Lwi

are the lengths of each well above and below the injection
point respectively and Abhi

and Awi
are the cross-sectional

area of each well above and below the injection point re-
spectively. Lr and Ar are the length and the cross sectional
area of the riser manifold. The annulus pressure pai , well-
head pressure pwhi

, well injection point pressure wivi and
the bottom hole pressure pbhi

for each well are given by,

pai =

(
TaiR

VaiMw
+

gHai

LaiAai

)
mgai (A.4a)

pwhi
=
Twi

R

Mw

(
mgti

Lwi
Awi

+ Lbhi
Abhi

− moti

ρo

)
(A.4b)

pwii = pwhi +
g

LwiAwi

(moti +mgti − ρoLbhiAbhi)Hwi

+ ∆pfric (A.4c)

pbhi
= pwii + ρwi

gHbhi
+ ∆pfric ∀i ∈ N (A.4d)

where Lai and Aai are the length and cross sectional area
of each annulus, Twi

is the temperature in each well tub-
ing, Hri and Hwi

are the vertical height of each well tubing
below and above the injection point respectively and g is
the acceleration of gravity constant. The manifold pres-
sure pm and the riser head pressure prh are given by,

prh =
TrR

Mw

(
mgr

LrAr

)
(A.5a)

pm = prh + ρrgHr + ∆pfric (A.5b)

where Tr is the average temperature in the riser and Hr

is the vertical height of the riser. The flow through the
downhole gas lift injection valve wivi , total flow through
the production choke wpci , produced gas and oil flow rate,
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and the reservoir oil and gas flow rates are given by,

wivi = Civi
√
max(0, ρai(pai − pwii)) (A.6a)

wpci = Cpci
√
max(0, ρwi(pwhi − pm)) (A.6b)

wpgi =
mgti

mgti +moti

wpci (A.6c)

wpoi =
moti

mgti +moti

wpci (A.6d)

wroi = PIi(pri − pbhi
) (A.6e)

wrgi = GORi · wroi ∀i ∈ N (A.6f)

where, Civi and Cpci are the valve flow coefficients for the
downhole injection valve and the the production choke for
each well respectively, PIi is the reservoir productivity in-
dex, pri is the reservoir pressure and GORi is the gas-oil
ratio for each well. The two wells produce to a common
manifold, where the manifold pressure is denoted by pm
and the flow rates from the two well mixes together. The
total flow through the riser head choke wrh, the total pro-
duced oil and gas rates are then given by,

wrh = Crh
√
ρr(prh − ps) (A.7a)

wtg =
mgr

mgr +mor
wrh (A.7b)

wto =
mor

mgr +mor
wrh (A.7c)

where Crh is the valve flow coefficient for the riser head
valve and ps is the separator pressure, which is assumed
to be held at a constant value.

As seen from (A.1a) - (A.7c), the gas lifted well is mod-
elled as a semi-explicit index-1 DAE system of the form

ẋ = f(x, z, u, p) (A.8a)

g(x, z, u, p) = 0 (A.8b)

where f(x, z, u) is the set of differential equations (A.1a)810

- (A.2b) and g(x, z, u) is the set of algebraic equations
(A.3a) - (A.7c).

It is worth noting that the process model present above
was compared with high fidelity dynamic simulators such
as OLGA in [37] which ensures that the models used are815

representative of the real system.
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Table A.5: Model parameters used in the gas lift well model equations from [29]

parameter description unit well 1 well 2 well 3 well 4 well 5 well 6 riser

Lw length of well tubing [m] 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 -
Hw height of well tubing [m] 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 -
Dw diameter of well tubing [m] 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 -
Lbh length of well below injection [m] 500 500 500 500 500 500 -
Hbh height of well below injection [m] 500 500 500 500 500 500 -
Dbh diameter of well below injection [m] 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 0.121 -
La length of well annulus [m] 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 1500 -
Ha height of well annulus [m] 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 1000 -
Da diameter of well annulus [m] 0.189 0.189 0.189 0.189 0.189 0.189 -
Lr length of riser [m] - - - - - - 500
Hr height of riser [m] - - - - - - 500
Dr diameter of riser [m] - - - - - - 0.121
ρo oil density [kg/m3] 800 800 790 800 820 805 -
GOR0 nominal gas-oil-ratio [kg/kg] 0.1 0.12 0.09 0.108 0.115 0.102 -
pres reservoir pressure [bar] 150 155 155 160 155 155 -
PI Productivity index [kg/s/bar] 7 7 7 7 7 7 -
Civ injection valve characteristics [m2] 0.1E-3 0.1E-3 0.1E-3 0.1E-3 0.1E-3 0.1E-3 -
Cpc production valve characteristics [m2] 2E-3 2E-3 2E-3 2E-3 2E-3 2E-3 -
Cpr riser valve characteristics [m2] 10E-3 10E-3 10E-3 10E-3 10E-3 10E-3 -
Ta Annulus temperature [◦C] 28 28 28 28 28 28 -
Tw well tubing temperature [◦C] 32 32 32 32 32 32 -
Tr riser temperature [◦C] - - - - - - 30
Mw molecular weight of gas [g] 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
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